Get on the Road to Success by managing your own
Engine Carbon Clean Franchise.

Who We Are
Engine Carbon Clean is a global business offering franchise
opportunities providing you with the opportunity to offer our
industry leading hydrogen engine cleaning technology to
customers in your area.
We are the original Engine Carbon Clean and the UK’s only CE certified manufacturer and supplier
of hydrogen generators designed specifically to clean combustion engines. Furthermore, we are
the only hydrogen cleaning company who are endorsed by the renowned Which? Trusted Trader
scheme as well as the only company with IMI trained and certified agents who have passed a
bespoke IMI accredited course for our product and service.
Our customer base is large and varied and includes consumers, garages, car fleets, hauliers,
vehicle tuning companies, taxi firms, bus companies and plant companies, who will all benefit from
having their vehicles regularly cleaned using our Engine Carbon Clean service. As part of our
commitment to fleets, we are active members of the Road Haulage Association and we also work
in the marine, power generation, mining and farming sectors.
We develop and manufacture all our own products in the UK and distribute them exclusively
through a network of distributors and franchisees. We aim to have a long term, profitable business
relationship with our network of franchisees in the UK as well as our global teams in Ireland,
Europe, Africa, Australia, North and South America.

What We Offer
A British manufacturer - With a ground breaking service our Engine Carbon Clean
units are designed and manufactured exclusively in the UK.
Proven technology – with over 25,000 cleans carried out globally on a large range of
engines, our technology is industry-leading and benefits from continual, dedicated
investment and enhancements.
Exclusive territory – As a franchisee you are the only person authorised to provide
the Mobile Engine Carbon Clean service in your area.
Diverse customer base - As well as providing the service to all car owners, each
franchisee can work with garages, car fleets, hauliers, vehicle tuning companies, taxi
firms, bus companies and plant companies as well as marine, farming and power
generators.
Repeat business - Keeping your customers engines running efficiently is a regular
service providing both repeat business and referrals.
Complete training & support - We have developed a proven training and coaching
system which supports you and your business. All our agents take part in accredited
IMI training to add additional professional standards to our service offering.
Business in a box - Our comprehensive franchise package gives you all the tools you
need to start working from day one.
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Why Join our Franchise?
Managing your own franchise offers numerous benefits including being your own boss, managing
your time around family or other work commitments as well as unlimited potential for earnings.
Here are just some of the reasons our agents have joined us:











Industry leading equipment with ongoing development
IMI Training and Certification
Ethos – our business culture, openness, honesty and part of a team of likeminded
approachable colleagues
Initial investment costs
Spending time with the family / working when it suits you
Being your own boss
Professionalism of team and reputation - 5* reviews on multiple platforms
Opportunity to ‘try before you buy’ (the chance to spend the day with one of our agents)
ECC online engineers forum for help & advice & head office support provided
Which? Trusted Trader endorsement

We Are Looking For:
Pro-active individuals with a highly professional, customer service orientated attitude as well as
drive, determination and plenty of enthusiasm.
Honesty and Integrity is key to fit into our ethos – we believe in doing the right thing for the
customer and developing long term relationships.
Engine Carbon Clean franchisees come from many different backgrounds - from mechanics and
engineers to car enthusiasts, scientists, sales and management.

If this sounds like you, then please send your CV and a covering letter
explaining why you want to join us and what you can bring to the team,
to joinourteam@enginecarbonclean.com
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